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Hellgate students express conflicting stereotypes 
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By Ann Naumann 
Assistant Features Editor 

"Stereotype: something conforming to a 
fixed or general pattern; esp: a standard
ized mental picture that is held in com
mon by members of a group and that 
represents an over-simplified opinion, af
fective attitude, or uncritical judgement." 
- Webster's Dictionary 

We all know what stereotyping means 
and we've all been a part of it. But just 
how prevalent is it at Hellgate, and why 
do people do it? 

I conducted a random survey on stereo
typing, asking people to place themselves 
into one of six groups. These groups 
were: 1) intellectual; 2) jock; 3) fox
/dude; 4) granola; 5) dirthead; or 6) none 
of the above. I also asked people to ex
plain to me what they thought the average 
granola, jock, dirthead, etc. was like. 

Interestingly, few people questioned put 
themselves into any certain group, but 
each person had a fairly well-defined ster
eotype of each group. Even when I ques
tioned people whom others assured me 
were definitely in a certain group, the 
people questioned did not see themselves 
that way . . 
\.. 

Although most people had a clear pic
ture of each group and what its members 
were like, opinions on others ranged 
widely. 

Here are some responses: 
GRANOLA - "People who dress hip

py-like." 
"Somebody who never drinks beer, 

never parties, an introvert." 
"Dirthead in action. Not afraid to be 

different. Goes out of his way to be differ
ent." 

"Outgoing, nice, strange." 
"All natural." 
JOCKS - "Wear tight T-shirts to show 

off their muscles, jeans with slits up the 
sides, tennis shoes. Into sports. Usually 
loud and obnoxious." 

"They think they are really neat and 
pretend they're better than others. They 
walk around the school saying hi to every
one." 

"Jerk." 
"Loud character." 

. "Someone in athletics who doesn't 
party. Gets good grades- A's and B's." 

"Someone who plays sports. 99% of the 
time dumb as hell." 

FOX/DUDE - "Someone who always 
is combing their hair. Thinks they're 
really neat.' 

"Somebody who wears tight pants and 
is into their bodies." 

DIRTHEADS - "Hangs out in back 
and smokes cigarettes. Not bad really." 

"Greasy. Wears dirty clothes and 
washes them once a month. But not the 
same thing as a stony." 

"Someone who doesn't care about what 
people think.'' 

INTELLECfUALS - "Someone who 
fits in. Neutral to the situation." 

"Person whose life centers around the 
school. Gets really good grades." 

"They either manage to gets A's or or 
smart enough to get A's." 

"Always wears gator shirts and glas
ses." 

Other people asked me why there 
wasn't any classiciations for cowboys or 
punk-rockers. 

Most people also had definite opinions 
on stereotyping. Many agreed that it was 
a natural part of life whether good or bad. 

One junior guy said, "It's the way the 
world works." Another agreed, saying, "It 

can't be avoided." 
A senior girl shrugged her shoulders 

and said, "It just happens. I do it alot. It 
isn't bad. On the other hand, I don't like 
to be stereotyped ,as a dumb blonde 
either." 

Other students interviewed defined it 
as," utterly ridiculous" and "stupid". One 
person stereotyped stereotypers, calling 
them, "Bigots." 

Why do people stereotype? 
"It's a way to deal with people. If you 

meet someone and stereotype them right 
away, you don't have to talk to them or 
work out a relationship," said Dennis 
Radtke, counselor. "You don't have to 
think." 

When asked if he thought stereotyping 
was a serious problem at Hellgate, Radtke 
replied, "On the whole as high schools go, 
its pretty accepting and open. That in
cludes the staff." 

"Stereotyping is hooey," he added. 
"People don't have the right to judge a 

book by its cover," said a junior girl. An
?ther said, "If there wasn't any stereotyp
mg everyone would get to know every
body better." 
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h school stereotypes a farce 

of the students went much better than I 
had expected" said Randy Hendrickson of 
Big Sky. 

Overall, the atmosphere at Big Sky was 
relaxed and easy-going. During two of the 
three classes that I attended, several of 
the girls took off their shoes while study
ing or listening to lectures. Also, it ap
peared that a majority of the girls carried 
their purses to class with them. 

My major observation of Sentinel High 
school is that the school is definitely 
divided between an in-crowd and an out
crowd. The cafeteria is segregated with a 
"Jock" side and a "non-Jock" side. Hell
gate has a similar situation but it is not as 
obvious. 

ng .,. To compound the situation, Sentinel has 
a hangout for the in-crowd which is called 
the "Jock Stairs" and a hangout for the 

'ng out-crowd which is referred to as the 
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Part of the ritual of belonging to the in-crowd at 
Sentinel is frequenting the "Jock stairs." 

"Lobby". A dispute, which ended in vio
lence, occured between these two groups 
in October. The dispute was over a "Jock 
Bench" which the out-crowd moved from 
the stairs to the lobby. 

"The not-in kids put the jock~ down and 
vice-versa" said Habeck. 

Another observation that I made is that 
the atmosphere at Sentinel is not as re
laxed as it is at the other two schools. 
People seem to be very concerned about 
their images. 

" Many kids are hung up on impressing 
others ," said Dave Slama of Sentinel. 

As at Big Sky, many of the Sentinel girffi 
carry their purses to class. However, it 
seems that the Sentinel girls motive for 
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